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[s7] CLAIM 
The ornamental design for a’ jewelry pendant or similar 
article, as shown and described. 

DESCRIPTION 

FIG. 1 is a front elevational view of a jewelry pendant 
or similar article showing my new design; 
FIG. 2 is a right side elevational view; 
FIG. 3 is a rear elevational view; 
FIG. 4 is a front elevational view of a jewelry pendant 

or similar article showing a second embodiment of my 
new design; 
FIG. 5 is a front elevational view of a jewelry pendant 
or similar article showing a third embodiment of my 
new design. 
FIG. 6 is a top plan view of the embodiment of FIGS. 
1 through 3; and 
FIG. 7 is a top plan view of the embodiments of FIGS. 
4 and 5. 
The broken line showing of the ends of a neck chain in 
FIGS. 1-3 and a loop pin in FIGS. 4 and 5 is for illustra 
tive purposes only and forms no part of the claimed 
design. 
The invention pertains to a novel ornamental design for 
a jewelry item in the form of a patch pocket with but 
toned ?ap and is executed in hand formed silver, thus 
providing an irregular surface which reflects light so as 
to simulate in appearance the soft undulations of woven 
fabric. The ?gures show suspension of the jewelry item 
from a neckchain or from a loop pin. Also shown is an 
embellished pocket ?ap. Furthermore, the button for 
the pocket may take alternative forms, a heart shape for 
example, as shown. The overall proportions of my 
novel jewelry item may be generally as shown in FIG. 
1, or relatively higher and narrower as shown in FIG. 4. 
Any of the described alternative design features may be 
utilized alone or in various combinations with the oth 
ers. All embodiments form a narrow envelope with a 
pursed, open top into which one may insert a decoration 
such as a small piece of lace to simulate a miniature 
handkerchief, or a flower bud which is kept fresh by a 
small reservoir of water within the envelope. 
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